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Easy Peasy Teapot Stand 
and Coasters  
 

 

I crocheted this teapot stand and 8 coasters 

in less than an hour. 

 

Materials 

1 ball Hoooked Zpagetti and a 10mm hook.

 

 

Teapot Stand 

R1 C4 then slip stitch into the first loop to form a ring.

R2 C2, then 10HT into the ring, SS into the second chain to form ring

R3 C2, *1HT into next stitch, C1.  Repeat from * to end then SS into 2

 chain to form ring. 

R4 C2, *1HT into next stitch, C1.  Repeat from * in all stitches to end then 

 SS into 2
nd

 chain to form ri

 

 

Coasters (make 8) 

R1 C4 then slip stitch into the first loop to form a ring.

R2 C2, then 10HT into the ring, SS into the second chain to form ring

R3 C2, *1HT into next stitch, C1.  Repeat from * to end then SS into 2

 chain to form ring. Finish off.

 

Abbreviations 

C = Chain 

HT = Half Treble – loop yarn around hook, insert into stitch, pull a loop through 

  (3 loops on hook), then pull another loop through all three

SS = Slip stitch 
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C2, *1HT into next stitch, C1.  Repeat from * in all stitches to end then  

chain to form ring and finish off. 
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loop yarn around hook, insert into stitch, pull a loop through 

 


